Impact of particle shape on the morphology of noctilucent clouds
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Abstract. Noctilucent clouds (NLCs) occur during summer in the polar region at altitudes around 83 km. They consist of ice particles with a typical size around 50 nm. The shape of NLC particles is less well known but is important both for interpreting optical measurements and modeling ice cloud characteristics. In this paper, NLC modeling of microphysics and optics is adapted to use cylindrical instead of spherical particle shape. The optical properties of the resulting ice clouds are compared directly to NLC three-color measurements by the Arctic Lidar Observatory for Middle Atmosphere Research (ALOMAR) Rayleigh/Mie/Raman (RMR) lidar between 1998 and 2014. Shape distributions including both needle- and disc-shaped particles are consistent with lidar measurements. The best agreement occurs if disc shapes are 60% more common than needles, with a mean axis ratio of 2.8. Cylindrical particles cause stronger ice clouds on average than spherical shapes with an increase of backscatter at 532 nm by \( \approx 30 \% \) and about 20% in ice mass density. This difference is less pronounced for bright than for weak ice clouds. Cylindrical shapes also cause NLCs to have larger but a smaller number of ice particles than for spherical shapes.

1 Introduction

Noctilucent clouds (NLCs), also called polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs), occur in the polar region at altitudes around 83 km. NLCs only form during summer, when the upper mesosphere is coldest (below 130 K) and the amount of water vapor is enhanced due to transport by atmospheric circulation (Holton, 1983). NLCs consist of ice particles with \( r \approx 50 \text{ nm} \) which form by heterogeneous nucleation, for example around meteoric dust particles (Turco et al., 1982).

The size of mesospheric ice particles can be inferred with optical instruments such as lidar, which measure backscattered light at multiple wavelengths. Using microphysical modeling in this context requires simulating particle shape, since measurements indicate that NLC particles in general are not spherical.

For example Baumgarten et al. (2002) indicate needle-like particles with a diameter-over-length ratio (\( \varepsilon \)) of less than 0.4. Eremenko et al. (2005) indicate needle- or plate-like particles with \( \varepsilon \approx 0.5 \) or \( \varepsilon \approx 2 \). Rapp et al. (2007) estimated \( \varepsilon \approx 0.2 \) or \( \varepsilon \approx 7 \). The most extensive data set is from the SOFIE (Solar Occultation For Ice Experiment) instrument, with mean \( \varepsilon \approx 0.5 \) or \( \varepsilon \approx 2 \) (Hervig et al., 2009a; Hervig and Gordley, 2010).

In this paper, the formation of noctilucent clouds consisting of non-spherical particles is studied in order to allow for a direct comparison of lidar measurements to model data. This also allows for predictions about the effects of particle shape on the formation of NLC layers.

2 Analysis methods

2.1 Model description

In this study, the size of noctilucent cloud particles is calculated using the Mesospheric Ice Microphysics And tranSport model (MIMAS), formerly named LIMA/ICE (Berger and Lübken, 2006; Lübken et al., 2009). MIMAS is a 3-D Lagrangian ice particle model for the polar mesosphere. Water vapor and an ensemble of 40 million condensation nuclei are transported by winds taken from an atmospheric circulation model, usually LIMA (Leibniz-Institute Middle Atmosphere model; Berger, 2008). When the ambient air is supersaturated, condensation nuclei are coated with ice. When they
grow in particle size, these ice particles sediment to lower altitudes within a few hours, where they eventually sublimate. The current version of MIMAS is described in detail in Kiliani (2014). More details about earlier model versions using dynamics from COMMA/IAP are found in Berger and von Zahn (2002), von Zahn and Berger (2003), and Berger and von Zahn (2007), about MIMAS used with LIMA dynamics (LIMA/ICE) in Lübken et al. (2009, 2013) and Berger and Lübken (2015).

2.2 Microphysics of non-spherical particles

In LIMA/ICE all ice particles are assumed to be spherical. For most purposes, this simplification is reasonable and widely used in NLC models, for example in the Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) (Megner, 2011; Merkel et al., 2009; Bardeen et al., 2010). For this study, cylindrical particle shape is used in addition to spherical particles. Pruppacher and Klett (1997) found a prevalence of cubic ice at the temperature and pressure range of NLCs. More recent studies indicate a mixture of cubic and hexagonal ice (stacking disordered) (Murray et al., 2015). Direct measurements of tropospheric ice inclusions within a few hours, where they eventually sublimate. The mass change rate of ice particles is proportional to the frequency of collisions with surrounding air molecules, which determines the sedimentation rate. As this cross section increases for elongated and flattened particles for a given volume, needle- and disc-shaped particles fall more slowly than spheres:

$$ \Phi_{\text{sed}} = \frac{w_{s,cylinder}}{w_{s,sphere}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3 + \frac{\varepsilon}{2} + \varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{2 + \frac{\varepsilon}{2}}} + \frac{\varepsilon}{2}}. $$

Figure 1. Nomenclature used for cylindrical ice particles.

The correction factors $$\Phi_{dr}$$ and $$\Phi_{sedi}$$ are shown in Fig. 2. $$\Phi_{dr}$$ and $$\Phi_{sedi}$$ are around 2 and 0.5, respectively, for flattened particles with $$\varepsilon = 10$$. For elongated particles ($$\varepsilon = 0.1$$), the values are closer to 1 than for $$\varepsilon = 10$$, indicating that “disc”-shaped particles affect NLC microphysics more than “needle”-shaped ones. Using a smaller range of particle shapes from $$\approx 0.3$$ (needles) to 3 (discs) consistent with Hervig and Gordley (2010) leads to $$\Phi_{dr} < 1.3$$ and $$\Phi_{sedi} > 0.7$$. Both correction factors differ from 1 for $$\varepsilon = 1$$: cylindrical particles with equal diameter and height grow faster and fall more slowly than spherical particles. Also shown in Fig. 2. $$\Phi_{dr}$$ and $$\Phi_{sedi}$$ for $$\varepsilon$$ values close to 1. Only oblate spheroids with $$\varepsilon > 4$$ grow faster than flattened cylinders at the same axis ratio.

Finally, optical particle properties are also affected by particle shape: in the standard version of MIMAS, backscatter coefficients are calculated only for green light at 532 nm, assuming spherical shape. For this paper this is expanded to include randomly oriented cylindrical particles with variable axis ratios, calculated with the T-matrix method (Mishchenko and Travis, 1998) at 355, 532 and 1064 nm.
For typical particle sizes in NLCs ($<100\,\text{nm}$), cylindrical ice backscatters light at 532 nm less efficiently than spherical particles with the same equivalent radius. For needles with $\varepsilon=0.1$ and large discs with $\varepsilon=10$, the backscatter signal is less than half compared to spheres of the same volume (see Fig. 2). However, this does not necessarily imply that noctilucent clouds consisting of non-spherical particles are dimmer, as the growth and sedimentation mechanisms are affected by particle shape.

In summary, modeling of non-spherical particles is implemented by adjusting growth rate (Eq. 1), fall speed (Eq. 3), and the Mie scatter coefficient using the T-matrix method.

### 2.3 Color ratios

Optical methods for determining particle properties typically involve analyzing scatter or extinction signals at several wavelengths or scattering angles (e.g., von Cossart et al., 1999; Hervig et al., 2009a; McClintock et al., 2009). Since the Arctic Lidar Observatory for Middle Atmosphere Research (ALOMAR) Rayleigh/Mie/Raman (RMR) lidar uses 1064 nm (IR) and 355 nm (UV) in addition to the visible 532 nm (Vis) wavelength (Baumgarten et al., 2010), backscatter coefficients for these wavelengths are implemented in MIMAS as well. Color ratios (CRs) are defined as the relative scattering intensity of two wavelengths within the same sample volume. Unlike the backscatter signal ($\beta$) at a single wavelength, a color ratio is determined entirely by the size and shape of the particles within the sample volume, but not by their number density.

The ALOMAR RMR lidar uses 532 nm as a reference signal. From three wavelengths, two independent color ratios can be derived: $\text{UV/Vis} = \frac{\beta_{532\text{nm}}(r)}{\beta_{355\text{nm}}(r)}$ and $\text{IR/Vis} = \frac{\beta_{1064\text{nm}}(r)}{\beta_{532\text{nm}}(r)}$. Figure 3 shows the values of both color ratios for randomly oriented cylinders, as a function of volume-equivalent radius $r$ and axis ratio $\varepsilon$ in the parameter range $r<120\,\text{nm}$ and $0.1<\varepsilon<10$. A uniform distribution of axial ratios (0.1 < $\varepsilon$ < 10) is used for the size retrievals as described in Baumgarten et al. (2007).

The color ratios of small particles asymptotically approach the limit of Rayleigh scattering. Since the refractive index of ice depends little on wavelength in the region of 355 to 1064 nm (e.g. Hale and Querry, 1973), the following approximation can be used: $\beta_{\lambda}(r) \propto r^2(\frac{\lambda}{\lambda_0})^4$ if $r \ll \lambda$, and thus $\frac{\beta_{532\text{nm}}(r)}{\beta_{355\text{nm}}(r)} \rightarrow \frac{532\,\text{nm}}{355\,\text{nm}} \approx 5$. Likewise for the IR/Vis ratio, $\frac{\beta_{1064\text{nm}}(r)}{\beta_{532\text{nm}}(r)}$ converges to a value of about 0.06. This convergence is visible in Fig. 3 by the CR combinations of monodisperse distributions, where the lines for different axis ratios all intersect for small radii. Since small particles ($r<15\,\text{nm}$) are difficult to detect by lidar, having similar color ratios makes it even more difficult to determine their size by optical methods.
ods. This makes analyzing particle shape using color ratios much more feasible for large particles, which primarily occur in bright ice clouds.

Also shown in Fig. 3, the UV/Vis ratio is highest for small particles, while at larger sizes it decreases rapidly up to a minimum at $r \approx 100$ nm (first UV resonance). In the size range 50 to 80 nm, the UV/Vis ratio also generally decreases with increasing $\varepsilon$. The UV/Vis ratio of needles ($\varepsilon < 1$) is lower than for $\varepsilon = 1$ particles with radii up to about 55 nm, higher for larger particles. For disc-shaped particles ($\varepsilon = 10$), UV/Vis is smaller compared to $\varepsilon = 1$ for $r < 75$ nm and larger for particles $> 75$ nm. The IR/Vis ratio shows a continuous rise toward larger radii for $\varepsilon = 1$ particles; this increase accelerates steeply around 100 nm. For all particles smaller than $\approx 100$ nm, IR/Vis is always smaller for $\varepsilon = 1$ cylinders than for elongated or flattened particles. Up to radii around 70 nm, this increase is stronger for elongated ($\varepsilon < 1$) particles.

The color ratio curves in Fig. 3 also intersect: in many cases, there are multiple combinations of particle size and shape that fit a given (i.e., measured) pair of UV/Vis and IR/Vis ratios. However, no particle shape causes lower IR/Vis ratios for a given UV/Vis than spherical particles. This makes the area to the left of the solid black line a “forbidden area”.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of modeled color ratios with observations

For comparison with model results we use 30,000 lidar measurements of color ratios observed in the period 1998 to 2014. In order to compare a wide range of NLC simulations with non-spherical shapes to these measurements, model simulations were conducted using background conditions from 5 days in mid-July of 2009, i.e., 120 time steps. July 2009 was selected for compatibility to previous simulations (Kiliani et al., 2013). For the model data, 5 latitude bands from 67 to 72° N were used, as well as 120 longitudinal bands (zonal model resolution is 3°).

The first simulation is the reference run with only spherical particle shape. Six model runs using very different distributions of non-spherical particles are also used, namely all shapes from highly elongated to very flat ($0.1 < \varepsilon < 10$), moderately flat ($1.1 < \varepsilon < 3.2$), moderately elongated ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 0.87$), moderately elongated to flat ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 3.2$), and moderately elongated to very flat ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 5.6$ and $0.32 < \varepsilon < 10$). For all simulations with cylindrical particles, the initial particle shape is distributed uniformly in log $\varepsilon$; for instance the simulation with $0.1 < \varepsilon < 10$ includes the same number of particles with $0.1 < \varepsilon < 0.2$ as $0.75 < \varepsilon < 1.5$ or $3 < \varepsilon < 6$. The shape distribution is discussed in more detail later, in Fig. 9. All simulations used exactly the same atmospheric conditions (e.g., temperature, H$_2$O, wind).

For all these model simulations, all model grid volumes in the latitude range around ALOMAR (69° N) are evaluated, $\approx 1$ million in the peak backscatter range. Since large particles are easier to distinguish using CRs (Sect. 2.3), the lidar statistic used here is restricted to strong NLCs with $\beta_{532} > 13 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$. An equivalent restriction is used for the modeled NLC, which also removes the need for explicit altitude filtering. From the resulting volumes containing a strong NLC ($\approx 100,000$ per simulation), a distribution of modeled NLC color ratios is computed for each of the seven simulations.

Figure 4 shows modeled color ratios from one of these simulations. Color ratios observed by lidar also include measurement uncertainties, which have to be simulated for the modeled NLC in order to compare color ratios directly. This is done by applying a Gaussian smoothing filter to the modeled CRs, with a filter width determined by the lidar measurement uncertainties, i.e., 0.01 (IR/Vis) and 0.3 (UV/Vis), respectively. Figure 4 shows the effect of the smoothing filter on the modeled color ratios for a simulation containing both needle- and disc-shaped particles. The unedited (modeled) CR distribution for $\beta > 13 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ covers a relatively narrow strip within the parameter space of IR/Vis and UV/Vis combinations, which roughly follows the line for spherical particles. For large particles (low UV/Vis) it diverges from the spherical particle line and becomes broader. As discussed in Sect. 2.3, the true CR distribution is sharply delimited by the spherical particle line: for ice particles smaller than $\approx 100$ nm, this line constitutes a minimum IR/Vis ratio using standard Mie theory.

After applying the smoothing filter, the distribution becomes broader and resembles a drop-like shape, lying partially in the forbidden area to the left of the spherical particle curve. Because of the wedge shape of the true distribution, the probability density maximum (innermost, red isolines) is also shifted toward lower UV/Vis values.

In Fig. 5 we compare modeled color ratios for strong NLCs in the spherical particle reference simulation to the lidar observations. The modeled distribution is drop-shaped like the one in Fig. 4, but with a steeper incline and aligned along the black curve for spherical particles.

The ALOMAR-measured color ratios also form a drop shape, but both its alignment and the position of its mode (the probability density distribution maximum) differ considerably from the spherical model simulation. In particular, the simulated mode in UV/Vis is higher (by 0.9) and the one in IR/Vis is lower (by 0.015) compared to the lidar. Also, the measured CRs include a long tail with IR/Vis ratios reaching up to 0.24, which is not adequately reproduced by the spherical particle simulation (max IR/Vis: 0.13). In conclusion, using spherical ice particles produces color ratios which are not compatible with observations.
also consistent with satellite measurements, with the SOFIE for the spherical reference run. This shape distribution is produced very accurately, although considerably better than similar distribution modes. The distribution tail is not re-

The comparison to the lidar data is much better with very

**Figure 4.** Filled contours: modeled distribution of color ratios for one NLC simulation with cylindrical particles, normalized to 100 % for the most common CR combination. Contour lines: same distribution after applying a Gaussian smoothing filter determined by the uncertainty of lidar-measured color ratios. Black line: color ratios for spherical particles; numbers show CRs for particular spherical particle radii. These are very similar but not identical to the $\varepsilon = 1$ cylinders in Fig. 3.

Figure 6 shows an extensive comparison of color ratios between the lidar data and six different cylindrical particle simulations, in the following referred to by their panel number in Fig. 6. Each panel includes a mean square deviation $\chi^2$ to quantify the degree of similarity between simulation and measurements:

$$
\chi^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{X}_i - X_i)^2,
$$

where $X_i$ is the probability density of the modeled color ratios and $\hat{X}_i$ that of the lidar-measured CRs in a given CR bin. Lower values of $\chi^2$ indicate a better agreement.

The first simulation (a) represents a wide range of highly non-spherical cylinders ($0.1 < \varepsilon < 10$). While this reproduces the measured distribution’s tail adequately, the mode of the distribution is shifted towards higher IR / Vis to such an extent that $\chi^2$ is even larger than for the spherical run. Figure 3 shows that highly elongated particles around 60 nm leave a characteristic signature in color ratios, in the form of strongly increased IR / Vis compared to spherical particles, accompanied by relatively high UV / Vis values. The position of the lidar-measured CR mode thus counter-indicates the presence of such strongly needle-shaped ice particles to any great extent.

In the second model run (b), both disc- and needle-shaped particles are limited to moderate axis ratios ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 3.2$). The comparison to the lidar data is much better with very similar distribution modes. The distribution tail is not reproduced very accurately, although considerably better than for the spherical reference run. This shape distribution is also consistent with satellite measurements, with the SOFIE instrument indicating mean axis ratios around 2. However, SOFIE is not able to distinguish between needle- and disc-shaped particles with the same ratio of longest to shortest axis. For this reason two additional simulations were conducted, one with only flattened particles ($1.1 < \varepsilon < 3.2$) and another using only elongated cylinders ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 0.87$).

Neither of the simulations (c) and (d) are an improve-

ment compared to (b). In particular, the distribution tail is largely unchanged with only a slight improvement for (d). For the needle-shaped cylinders (d), the distribution mode is shifted away from the measurements, while the color ratios of the flattened particle simulation (c) are stretched out along the UV / Vis axis more than the lidar data set. The preliminary conclusion is that a combination of discs and needles is needed to accurately replicate both the mode and the tail of the lidar-measured distribution.

The remaining question is how to improve on (b) ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 3.2$), primarily to get a better match for the distribution tail, like in (a). The two simulations (e) and (f) include more flattened ice particles while leaving the elongated part of the distribution unchanged compared to (b). The simulation (e) ($0.32 < \varepsilon < 5.6$) shows even a slightly better match of the distribution modes than (b) while achieving a good approximation of the distribution tail. On the other hand, very highly flattened particles with $\varepsilon$ up to 10 (Fig. 6f) cause an exaggerated distribution tail and a shifting of the mode at the same time. The reason for the good match with (e) can be seen in Fig. 3: the relatively rare very large disc-shaped particles > 80 nm have much higher IR / Vis ratios compared to spheres or needles, which causes the tail and thus the drop shape of the color ratio distribution.
Figure 6. Filled contours, all panels: lidar CR statistic as in Fig. 5. Contour lines: modeled color ratio distribution including simulated measurement errors for six different cylindrical particle shape distributions. All distributions are normalized to 100% for their respective maximum. $\chi^2$ values are calculated by averaging the squared deviations between model and observation (in %) over the plot area, $0 < \text{UV} / \text{Vis} < 6$ and $0 < \text{IR} / \text{Vis} < 0.3$.

The analysis in Fig. 6 is qualitative to some extent because of its limited number of simulations, since the parameter space of possible particle shape distributions is much larger especially if non-uniform (e.g., Gaussian) distribution shapes are considered. A robust result is that cylindrical particles with axis ratios consistent with SOFIE (Hervig and Gordley, 2010) are also consistent with the ALOMAR lidar, that a mix of needle and disc shapes is required and that a slight emphasis on discs produces the best match.

3.2 Effects on ice layers

Since particle shape affects NLC microphysics in addition to optical cloud properties, the switch from spherical to cylindrical shape may affect the ice cloud morphology. Those effects are studied in this section, both in the average cloud morphology during mid-season and in the size distribution during a single, bright NLC event.

In Fig. 7 we compare observable parameters of simulated NLC layers at 69° N over a time period of 1 month (July of 2009). NLCs consisting of non-spherical particles are up to 50% brighter than those in the spherical particle simulation, resulting from both increased growth rates and reduced sedimentation compared to spheres (see Fig. 2). The brightness of the various non-spherical particle simulations are more similar: those favoring discs tend toward higher brightness than simulations with primarily needles, with differences in $\beta$ of up to 30%. This disparity is caused by the stronger microphysical effects on growth and sedimentation for disc shapes as compared to needles (Fig. 2). The ice mass density of NLCs in simulations with cylindrical particles is also up to $\approx 30\%$ higher than in the spherical particle run. As for the backscatter coefficient, the increase in ice mass is larger for simulations with disc-shaped cylinders than for needle shapes. The rather low values in average brightness and ice mass density result from the lack of a threshold. As minor changes in the mass density make some populations of clouds fall below the threshold in one simulation or the other, omitting a threshold gives more accurate comparisons for the different model runs.
Figure 7. Average NLC parameters north of 60° N during July of 2009, from the reference simulation (spherical particles) and six sensitivity runs with different distributions of cylindrical particles. Left panel: backscatter coefficient (532 nm); right panel: ice mass density (g km\(^{-3}\)). No threshold is used; i.e., zero values are included in the average.

Table 1. Mean values for MIMAS NLC brightness north of 60° N using different particle shape distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle shape</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{max}}) ([10^{-10} \text{m}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(\beta_{\text{int}}) ([10^{-7} \text{sr}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(\Delta z) [km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 10</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 3.2</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 3.2</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 0.87</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 5.6</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; (\varepsilon) &lt; 10</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The altitude of the NLC layer is much less affected by particle shape: all distributions have their brightness maximum within 100 m of each other, with the cylindrical particle simulations peaking at marginally higher altitude than the spherical reference run. Another parameter is the width of the mean ice layer, calculated as \(\Delta z = \beta_{\text{int}} / \beta_{\text{max}}\), where \(\beta_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum brightness and \(\beta_{\text{int}}\) the column-integrated brightness at 532 nm (e.g., Fiedler et al., 2009). It varies between 1.53 km for spherical particles and 1.71 km for the distribution favoring highly flattened particles; see Table 1. Generally, the layer width increases with the axis ratios present in the shape distribution: the slower sedimentation and faster growth of non-spherical particles (especially disc-shaped) shifts the upper edge of the NLC region upward, while lower NLC edge and maximum altitude are less affected.

The altered particle shape also affects the particle size distribution and thus indirectly the backscatter signal in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8 we show the ice particle size and number density for a single strong NLC around 69° N at one time step (16 July 2009, 24:00 UT). In simulations with non-spherical ice particles, these grow \(\approx 5–10\) nm larger on average, depending on altitude and the simulation in question. Among the non-spherical shapes, those with the highest aspect ratios form the largest particles, and flattened particles grow noticeably larger than elongated ones. The width of the particle size distribution is also larger for non-spherical shapes in general, with a strong increase in the presence of very large particles (\(r > 80\) nm, not shown in Fig. 8).

On the other hand, the number of ice particles in the main layer of this strong NLC is generally lower for the non-spherical shapes compared to the spherical shapes, by 20–35\% . As with particle size, the largest differences in number density are seen for simulations including highly flattened particles. The increased size and decreased number density for non-spherical shape are linked to the availability of water...
When counting all particles, the uniform initial distribution within the six simulations with cylindrical ice particles. 15–25% compared to the spherical simulation. In Table 1, flattened particles lead to brighter ice clouds, bylar to the results when analyzing all NLCs. As for the statistic considered for all parameters.

\[ \beta \]

considerably weaker for this bright NLC example than for the increase in backscatter signal for cylindrical particles is to the choice of a very bright NLC. From Table 2 we see that this event are generally high compared to satellite measure-

tments (Hervig et al., 2009b; Hervig and Stevens, 2014), due

to the random-number generator. However, when counting only particles larger than specific radius thresholds, the resulting distributions are no longer uniform but constitute a U shape: strongly non-spherical particles are considerably more common than those with \( \varepsilon \) close to 1 if only large particles are considered. For the simulation (a) with \((0.1 < \varepsilon < 10)\), highly flattened particles (\( \varepsilon = 10 \)) are around 70% more common than \( \varepsilon = 1 \) particles, if the radius threshold is set at 5 nm. \( \varepsilon = 10 \) is 3 times more common than \( \varepsilon = 1 \) for particles with \( r > 10 \) nm and nearly 6 times more common for \( r > 20 \) nm. This imbalance is smaller but still distinct for elongated or more moderately flattened cylinders. It also appears to be largest for size thresholds around 20 nm, since the imbalance is slightly smaller for a threshold of 40 nm (visible NLC particles).

Table 2 lists a number of additional microphysical parameters for the case of a strong cloud as shown in Fig. 8 for the (spherical) reference run and the various non-spherical particle simulations. The ice water content (IWC), defined as the column mass density of particles in the ice phase, shows a slight increase for cylindrical particle shapes, by 10–20%. High axis ratio particles appear to increase IWC more than only slightly non-spherical shapes. The small increase supports the earlier statement that a limited supply of water vapor results in larger particles but reduced number density during strong growth conditions, i.e., when temperatures are low enough that a high fraction of the water vapor within the growth region is depleted by particle growth. IWC values for this event are generally high compared to satellite measurements (Hervig et al., 2009b; Hervig and Stevens, 2014), due to the choice of a very bright NLC. From Table 2 we see that the increase in backscatter signal for cylindrical particles is considerably weaker for this bright NLC example than for the statistic in Table 1. Only \( \beta_{\text{int}} \) is consistently larger, similar to the results when analyzing all NLCs. As for the statistic in Table 1, flattened particles lead to brighter ice clouds, by 15–25% compared to the spherical simulation.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the development of ice particles within the six simulations with cylindrical ice particles. When counting all particles, the uniform initial distribution shapes (see Sect. 3.1) within the respective \( \varepsilon \) limits are evident in all panels; minor deviations are due to statistical variability caused by the random-number generator. However, when counting only particles larger than specific radius thresholds, the resulting distributions are no longer uniform but constitute a U shape: strongly non-spherical particles are considerably more common than those with \( \varepsilon \) close to 1 if only large particles are considered. For the simulation (a) with \((0.1 < \varepsilon < 10)\), highly flattened particles (\( \varepsilon = 10 \)) are around 70% more common than \( \varepsilon = 1 \) particles, if the radius threshold is set at 5 nm. \( \varepsilon = 10 \) is 3 times more common than \( \varepsilon = 1 \) for particles with \( r > 10 \) nm and nearly 6 times more common for \( r > 20 \) nm. This imbalance is smaller but still distinct for elongated or more moderately flattened cylinders. It also appears to be largest for size thresholds around 20 nm, since the imbalance is slightly smaller for a threshold of 40 nm (visible NLC particles).

These differences in Fig. 9 are much larger than those between simulations in Figs. 7 and 8: with their larger surface-to-volume ratio, strongly non-spherical particles outperform low \( \varepsilon \) particles in growing to large size in a common volume. This is observed both for elongated and flattened high-\( \varepsilon \) particles but is most pronounced for the flattened (disc-shaped) case. The prevalence of high axis ratios among large particles is most likely due to the increased growth rates, with the reduced fall speed contributing slightly at most. Otherwise we would expect the center of the U shape shifted to elongated particles, like for the correction factor \( \Phi_{\text{sed}} \); see Fig. 2. Shape inhomogeneities in the general particle distribution tend to get amplified within the NLC layer: Fig. 9 includes the average axis ratio \( \langle \varepsilon \rangle \) for each radius threshold, calculated using \( \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \) for \( \varepsilon < 1 \). \( \langle \varepsilon \rangle \) is shifted to higher values when only large \((r > 20 \) nm\) particles are considered, by \( \approx 0.1 \) in simulations (b), (c), and (d) and by 1.2 and 1.4 in simulations (a) \((0.1 < \varepsilon < 10)\) and (f) \((0.32 < \varepsilon < 10)\), respectively. This helps to explain the large effects on the optical NLC properties in Sect. 3.1 seen for simulations including highly aspheric particles. For simulation (e) \((0.32 < \varepsilon < 5.6, \) where

---

**Table 2.** Microphysical parameters for the same strong NLC as in Fig. 8, compared between simulations with different particle shape distributions. The altitude of maximum brightness used for \( n_{\text{max}}, r_{\text{max}} \) and \( \sigma(r_{\text{max}}) \) is 82–83 km, and only particles larger than 15 nm are considered for all parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle shape</th>
<th>( n_{\text{max}} ) ([\text{cm}^{-3}])</th>
<th>( r_{\text{max}} ) ([\text{nm}])</th>
<th>( \sigma(r_{\text{max}}) ) ([\text{nm}])</th>
<th>( \bar{r} ) ([\text{nm}])</th>
<th>IWC ([10^{-10} \text{g km}^{-2}])</th>
<th>( \beta_{\text{max}} ) ([10^{-7} \text{sr}^{-1}])</th>
<th>( \beta_{\text{int}} ) ([10^{-7} \text{sr}^{-1}])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 10</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 3.2</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 3.2</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 0.87</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 5.6</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32 &lt; ( \varepsilon ) &lt; 10</td>
<td>108.2</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>83.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we find the best agreement to the ALOMAR lidar, the $\langle \varepsilon \rangle$ value of 2.8 for $r > 20$ nm is more suitable for comparing mean axis ratios to SOFIE satellite measurements than the lower value of 2.4 for the initial distribution since the backscatter signal is caused by large ice particles. Our analysis thus yields a somewhat higher estimate for mean axis ratio than the value of 2.0 by Hervig and Gordley (2010).

4 Discussion and conclusions

Size and shape of noctilucent cloud particles have long been an important topic in characterizing ice formation in the upper mesosphere region. While the particle size has been studied extensively, spherical shape is commonly assumed for mesospheric ice particles, especially in model studies. In this paper, several distributions of non-spherical ice particles are studied. To limit computational complexity, particles are assumed to be rotationally symmetric, in particular cylindrical shaped, and particle shape is further assumed to stay constant in time. This last assumption was chosen as a simple way to treat axis ratio effects on the microphysics. Uniform condensation on an elongated or flattened particle would continually decrease its axial ratio during growth. On the other hand the crystalline structure of ice or particle charge could counteract this to increase axial ratios. An implementation of all effects would require much more complex microphysics, which is beyond the scope of the paper.

The optical properties of these model ice particles are compared with measurements: while a lidar is capable of measuring shape information directly through depolarization, this is not done routinely (Baumgarten et al., 2002). Using the relative strength of the scatter signal in three different wavelengths (color ratios) gives a larger and more robust data set for comparison with models.

Rapp et al. (2007) found that color ratios from NLCs as measured by lidar do not match the model simulation well if it is assumed that particles are of spherical shape. For 11 color ratio measurements in 1998 by von Cossart et al. (1999) they found that needles with axial ratios of $1/5$ or plates with an axial ratio of 7 explain the observations.

With an extended data set of about 30 000 color ratio measurements and improved modeling the agreement is much better for simulations with cylindrical particles, particularly if both elongated and flattened particles are included. The simulation most consistent with the lidar (0.32 $< \varepsilon < 5.6$) includes $\approx 60\%$ more discs ($\varepsilon > 1.25$) than needles ($\varepsilon < 0.8$), with a mean $\varepsilon$ of 2.8. From the good agreement of color ratios we infer that the ice clouds observed by lidar have a distribution of both particle size and shape very similar to the model run.
The model simulations with cylindrical particles generally produce brighter ice layers, mainly because their shape slows sedimentation compared to spherical particles and thus enables them to grow to larger sizes. Mean NLC brightness ($\beta_{532\text{nm}}$) is also increased by up to 50%; yet this affects weaker ice clouds more than strong NLCs: comparing various simulations for the case of a strong NLC, the upper end of the particle size distribution is shifted towards considerably larger particles for the non-spherical case. The mean size is 5–10 nm larger for the non-spherical particles, accompanied by a broadening of the size distribution. Since particle number densities for the non-spherical particle simulations are lower, the brightness increase is less than would be expected from particle size alone. Simulations using non-spherical particles also feature a modest increase in ice mass (IWC) of up to 30%, reduced to 10–20% when considering only strong ice clouds.

Using cylindrical instead of spherical particle shape in NLC modeling makes the simulated optical cloud properties consistent with lidar and satellite observations. The effects on NLC microphysics are less pronounced: cylindrical NLC particles are slightly larger, but the corresponding increase in ice water content and cloud brightness is partly compensated for by reduced number densities.

To conclude, the effects of using non-spherical particles on optical NLC properties such as color ratios or scattering angles (for satellites) are considerable and important for comparing simulations to measurements.
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